RECTORAL SAYS
DRAMATISTS need
work since youth

Maud Schrierer always likes
Present better than rest

PLEDGED BY LOSS
Resignation in Weight Toss,
Vanity of Reader on

McMillin Awarded
GOLD HOOP EMBLEM
All-Colt Forward Will Wear Mitchell Basket

Wind Whales Spring into Wild, Win
Lion Charges Lamb

HOT DREAMS HALT T.K.E. FIRE AT START
Early Morning Blaze Nipped After $60 Loss

PERSIAN DANCE
WILL BE UNIQUE

ARGONAUT BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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Coming Events

FRIDAY, March 27
- Jet Set Formal Dance
- Walter Martin’s Club Dance

Saturday, March 28
- Edmond Hall Formal Dance

Sunday, March 29
- N. A. C. Woman’s Dance

Kenworthy
FRIDAY
D. W. Griffith’s
"BATTLE OF THE SEXES"

SATURDAY ONLY

The Figure Wire
Choose College Girl

If you can’t go home...
Send mother Easter Lilies

Red Hot Speed
John Hilliard

SUNDAY and MONDAY
"JENI SARAH")"

Both were emancipators

Saturday, March 28
-

J.C. PENNEY CO.
Moscow, Idaho 838-10.3, Main St.

A Smart Collection of Dresses

Saturday, March 28
-

Toilet Preparations

Complete lines of Elizabeth Arden, Harriet Hubbell, Arvina, Robert H. Shands, Armand Francois, Parkett Davis & Co. and the most varied combinations of both lines.

Hodgins

New Orthoptics
Victor Records

Carter’s Drug Store
 limp Darius

"Our Pioneering Work has Just Begun"
The Idaho Argonaut - Friday, March 22, 1929

Modern Kitchen Equipment Speaks Up
Preparation of Home Meals in Hour Hall

by Glen Shear

Every evening the housekeeping student in Hour Hall is faced with a problem of cooking a meal that is more plentiful than at home, as well as more nutritious. When the student first steps into the kitchen, she is confronted with a large number of unfamiliar operations. Many students find that they need a great deal of time and effort to prepare their meal, which is not surprising considering the fact that they are not experienced in cooking. However, with practice and determination, they are able to improve their cooking skills and prepare meals that are both nutritious and enjoyable.

AQUATIC MEET

Starts April 1

In the swimming pool with the drop of April, swimming is at its peak. Every week there are new records being set, and many students participate in this sport. The pool is open from 9:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. every day, and students are encouraged to swim and participate in the meets.

JUNIOR SEXTET

WINS HOOPI TITLE

Sundy, Sunday, 1929 is the big date for the Junior Sextet. They have been working hard all year and are looking forward to a successful performance. The Sextet will be holding a practice session at 8:00 p.m. tomorrow night in the music room.

Complete Accessories

Silk Hosiery

Here you will find the costume, complexion or other accessories. Gedon's V Line belt is correct for any costume. $1.00 to $2.50

EASTER FASHIONS

Here you will find The Fashions Smart Women Will Wear on Easter

To be able to show you the complete ensemble—the perfect frock for the cost you choose—the correct shoes, the right gloves—the particular shade of hosery—that has been our purpose. See how well we have succeeded.

The Ensemble

Ensembles with three-quarter or full length coats of twill with silk frocks to match or ensembles of silk with plush and printed silks to match or contrast in colors...

The Frack

Every type of frack is here—and every important fashion development is represented. Printed frocks, plain color frocks, jacket frocks, frocks smartly tailored or with frills...

Correct Shoes

Shoe styles are either correct or not. Our tailored shoes are filled with style of good taste. Shades to match all costumes...

MILLINERY, FLOWERS, SCARFS

Don't Read This

unless you are interested in a spring suit. Spring Styles and Samples Are Here!

Join the gang that are buying

Stetson "D" Clothes

$20.60 — $64.60 — $80.50

A Suit That Can't Be Beat in Price

at

Valet Press Shop

DANCE at The BLUE BUCKET Every SATURDAY

Who'll be the first couple on the floor and win the BOX of CANDY